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Experimental electronic stopping cross section of transition metals for light ions:
Systematics around the stopping maximum
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Electronic stopping cross sections of different transition metals (Nb, Pd, Ta, and Pt) for light ions have
been experimentally determined in a wide energy range. We performed relative measurements using different
backscattering geometries for protons (from 50 to 5000 keV) and helium (from 80 to 10 000 keV). Data are
compared to values from the literature, as well as to the widely used semiempirical (SRIM) and modeling (DPASS)
approaches. The magnitude and energy dependence of the deduced stopping power at energies around the Bragg
peak, as well as the different trends observed within individual periods, are analyzed with respect to target
atomic number and electronic structure. We also compare the observed magnitude of electronic stopping to
several different theoretical approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When an energetic ion penetrates matter, it loses kinetic
energy along its path, due to collisions with target nuclei and
electrons. The quantity that describes the resulting average
energy loss per unit path length is commonly denoted as the
stopping power S = dE/dx of the material for a specific ion,
which can, based on the nature of the interaction, be separated
into a nuclear and an electronic component [1,2]. The stopping
power of matter for ions has been under investigation for
over a century [3] and has become a decisive quantity in
ion beam analysis [4,5] and fusion research [6,7], as well as
medical applications [8,9]. For many of these applications, it
is convenient to normalize S by the atomic density n of the
material to get rid of the trivial dependence on the material
density. The resulting quantity is commonly referred to as
stopping cross section, ε = S/n.

Due to the vast number of ion-material combinations, a
theoretical prediction of ε is highly desirable. At high ion en-
ergies (v � vF ), i.e., when the ion velocity v is high compared
to the Fermi velocity vF of the target electrons (v � vF ), the
ion can be considered only a weak perturbation of the target
electronic system, and the process is commonly described
by first-order theoretical approaches [10,11]. At intermediate
and low ion energies, i.e., around and below a pronounced
maximum in ε, the theoretical framework becomes more
complex, as the electronic energy loss is predominantly due
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to interactions with the valence electrons of the target. At
sufficiently low energies (v < vF ), the stopping process can
be finally described as the interaction with a free-electron gas
(FEG) [12,13]. At these intermediate and low ion energies,
a series of recent experimental and theoretical studies aim
on improving our understanding of the ion-solid interaction
[14–16], as well as on exploring complex nonequilibrium
solid-state physics [17–19].

Aside from these efforts, there exists a general need from
the broad scientific community for more reliable and accu-
rate stopping data [20]. The Nuclear Data Section of the
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) [21] maintains a database of
experimentally deduced stopping powers for light and heavy
ions, together with a number of theoretical and semiempirical-
based comparisons for several ion-target combinations [22].
Although this database holds values from more than 850
references [23], a closer examination of the available data
quickly reveals open issues: For many ion-solid combina-
tions, either there are no experimental data available, or data
sets from different experimental works are widely scattered,
well beyond their stated uncertainties. Only a few chemical
elements, that are readily available with high purity (mainly
C, Al, Si, Cu, Ag, and Au), represent the most abundantly
measured targets in the IAEA database [24] and correspond
to more than 60% of all available data of stopping power for
light ions. Data for transition and rare-earth metals, however,
are rather scarce.

For both manifold technological applications and also for
establishing a more complete picture of the dependence of
the stopping power on the electronic structure of the material,
reliable stopping data for transition and rare-earth metals are
thus highly relevant. In a recent work [25], we have demon-
strated that the electronic stopping of slow protons in a rare-
earth metal (Gd) and a transition metal (Ta) was found to be
extraordinarily high when compared to other transition metals
(such as Pt and Au) in both low- (FEG) and high- (Bragg peak)
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energy regimes. At low velocities (v < 0.2 a.u.), electronic
stopping of Au can be well described using a nonlinear FEG
model [26] with low density FEG (rs ≈ 3.01 a.u.) [27]. For
the late transition metal Pt the density of states (DOS) is con-
sidered to be high up to the Fermi level due to the d electrons;
also there the same model well describes the stopping power
up to the Fermi velocity [28]. On the other hand, for Gd and
Ta, with only partially filled f and d shells, it was observed
that the description of electronic stopping in a FEG model
completely fails, as the experimentally deduced rs would lead
to an unreasonably high number of valence electrons without
any physical meaning. The stopping power of Gd was also
measured up to the Bragg peak, and the maximum ε was found
to be very high (εGd ≈ 48 × 10−15 eV cm2/atoms at 80 keV),
different from first-principle expectations [25]. These findings
for Gd and Ta were associated with the high DOS, both below
and above the Fermi level. These observations are expected
to also be relevant for the magnitude of electronic stopping
close to the Bragg peak. The scarcity of data combined with
often limited traceability of how the data were obtained for
this class of highly reactive materials is, so far, hampering a
systematic analysis for early and late transition metals.

We present results from experimental studies of stopping
cross sections of pure transition metals (Nb, Pd, Ta, and Pt)
for protons and for helium in backscattering geometry in a
wide energy range (from tens of keV to few MeV), thus
including the Bragg peak regime. These results, together with
earlier studies by the authors on V, Ni, Cu, Ag, and Au
allow us to compare consistent data sets for early and late
transition as well as noble metals. The investigated metals
feature significantly different electronic structures, i.e., par-
tially unoccupied and filled d subshells; as well as for period
6 additionally occupied f states. In this light, we compare our
results to other data from the IAEA database and to the most
recent predictions by SRIM [29] and DPASS [30] codes and to
different theories (Kaneko’s [31] and CASP [32]) since we aim
at understanding how different band structures might affect
both position and magnitude of the stopping maximum.

II. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

The stopping power of all metals investigated in this work
was deduced from measurements in backscattering geome-
tries carried out at four different particle accelerators to cover
a broad energy range, with the surplus of cross-checking the
consistency between data sets produced using several setups,
geometries, and energy ranges. Specifically, low-energy mea-
surements were performed at the AN-700 accelerator at the
Johannes Kepler University (JKU) in Linz, Austria and at the
350-KV Danfysik implanter at the Uppsala University (UU)
in Sweden, while medium- and high-energy measurements
were made at the 2-MV NEC-5SDH tandem accelerator at the
University of Sao Paulo (USP), Brazil and at the 5-MV NEC-
15SDH-2 tandem accelerator at Uppsala University, Sweden.
Details of the experimental setups, including geometries,
energy range, detector resolution, and other experimental
conditions, are summarized in Table S1 in the Supplemental
Material [33]. The accuracy of the impinging beam energy
for all setups is confirmed to be better than 0.5%. Details
regarding procedures for primary beam energy calibration

of each accelerator at JKU, USP, and UU (Implanter and
Tandem) can be found, respectively, in Refs. [34–37].

The experimental procedure is based on the fact [38] that
the height of the backscattering spectrum of a given sample
contains information on the stopping power [39]. Different
from previous works—where the stopping power was basi-
cally deduced directly from the spectrum height of a sample
[40–42]—we have deduced the stopping data relative to ref-
erence samples with similar atomic number and well-known
stopping power values (in this work: Cu, Ag, and Au). As an
example, the backscattering spectrum of a material of interest
(e.g., Ta) is recorded relative to a reference sample (e.g., Au),
and the ratio of the spectrum heights HExpt

Ta /HExpt
Au is compared

to the ratio obtained from the simulations HSim
Ta /HSim

Au using
Monte Carlo TRBS [43] and SIMNRA [44] codes. These sim-
ulations allow us to account for corrections due to screening
and multiple scattering—especially towards low energies—as
well as for adjusting the stopping power used as input [45,46].
The electronic stopping power of the sample of interest can
thus be calculated as

[
ε

Expt
Ta

] =
Emax∑
Emin

(
HExpt

Au /HSim
Au

HExpt
Ta /HSim

Ta

) [
ε

Expt
Au

] [
εSim

Ta

]
[
εSim

Au

] , (1)

where [ε] is the stopping cross section factor [ε] =
[Kε(E0)/cos(α) + ε(KE0)/cos(β )] (with K being the kine-
matic factor, and α and β the incident and exit angle with re-
spect to the beam direction and sample normal, respectively),
evaluated in a certain energy range (Emin and Emax) slightly
below the high-energy edge of the spectra. For a more detailed
description of the present procedure, we refer to Ref. [47].

As reference stopping data, we chose the noble metals
Cu, Ag, and Au due to their vicinity in atomic number to
our samples of interest, minimizing potential uncertainties
from scattering potentials, and exploiting the abundancy of
well-established data sets in the literature [48,49]. We have
selected in total 1368 values from IAEA (856 for H and
512 for He; see the list of references in Table S2 in the
Supplemental Material [33]). Most of the data sets feature
absolute measurements, present well-established traceability
of their uncertainties [50], and are in full agreement with
various reliability and statistical studies [51,52] performed in
a series of works by Paul and Schinn [53,54]. Overall accuracy
of the reference stopping data used in this work is found to
be ≈2% averaged over the entire energy chain of the present
measurements (for more discussions we refer to [47]).

In Fig. 1(a) we show typical spectra obtained in relative
backscattering measurement on reference Au (black circles)
and Ta (red circles), using 200-keV D+ ions as the primary
beam and the detector placed at θ = 154.6◦ scattering angle
with a resolution of ≈7 keV full width at half maximum
(FWHM) for the entire amplification chain—see Table S1
[33] for more details). In the energy interval used for the eval-
uation [vertical blue dashed lines, panel (a)], both simulation
and experiment perfectly coincide. To show the sensitivity
of this procedure [i.e., Eq. (1)] to the plateau height of the
Ta simulated spectrum, the final [ε] is changed by ±10%
for comparison (red dashed lines). It is essential in this
procedure to ensure the same collected charge per spectrum,
and this is achieved by repeated alternating measurements of
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental (open circles) and simulated (solid
lines) energy spectra of 200-keV D+ ions backscattered from Au
(black data) and Ta (red data). Simulation using [ε] deduced from
Eq. (1) perfectly agrees with the experiment in the energy interval
used for the evaluation (dashed blue lines). For comparison, the ε

value is changed by ±10%. (b) Total depth profile of the summed im-
purity (H+C+O) from each sample investigated. The vertical dashed
line indicates a depth region in the bulk in which the contaminants
are found in levels �5 at. %.

reference and interest samples. In this work, the final statis-
tical uncertainty arising from the total collected charge was,
on average, ≈1%−2%, depending on the energy and particle
accelerator used (for more details of the charge collection
procedure, see [47]).

As transition metals are commonly rather chemically re-
active, knowledge on the purity of the samples is crucial
to not affect the accuracy of deduced stopping results. All
samples employed in this work are commercially available
polycrystalline metallic bulks (≈10 × 10 mm), with nominal
purity of at least 99.5%, and thickness ranging from 0.1 to 1
mm. Their level of impurities was routinely checked by means
of coincidence time-of-flight elastic recoil detection analysis
(ToF-ERDA) at Uppsala University (see Refs. [55,56] for
setup details and data analysis, respectively). Only small
amounts of H, C, and O were found in (and on) the sam-
ples (quantification limit estimated to be ≈0.1 at.% for the
employed ToF-ERDA analysis). In Fig. 1(b), example depth
profiles of impurities of each transition metal are presented
(i.e., the sum of the H, C, and O amounts for convenience).
The highest concentration level of impurities is located close
to the surface, within ≈40 nm (dashed line), while in the
bulk of the metals the purity is found to be always better
than ∼95 at.%. Near to the surface, oxygen (not shown) is
the major element present aside from the metal, likely from
metal oxide layers, predominantly for the more reactive early
transition metals [compare, e.g., Nb to Pt in panel (b)]. The
influence of impurities has been considered in the evaluation
procedure by employing Bragg’s rule [57]. Such correction
has been demonstrated to be adequate for low-Z impurities in
the present energy range [58].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Electronic stopping cross sections of Nb, Pd, Ta, and Pt de-
duced for protons (and deuterons) are presented in Figs. 2(a)–
2(d), respectively. Data sets indicate the corresponding setups:
Blue left and right triangles are data for D+ and H+, respec-
tively, from JKU, Linz; blue stars are data from UU (using the
implanter), Uppsala; blue diamonds are data from USP, Sao
Paulo; and, finally, blue squares are results from UU (using the
Tandem accelerator), Uppsala. The respective energy range
of each data set is summarized in Table S1 [33]. Excellent
agreement between data sets from all laboratories (i.e., dif-
ferent setups, geometries, and energy ranges) is observed,
indicating consistency of the experimental and data evaluation
procedures. The overall accuracy of the experimental data
is found to be ≈3% on average, considering random and
systematic uncertainties, following criteria in [59]. A more
detailed description of the budget of uncertainties for this
present approach can be found in Sec. 5 of [47]. The exper-
imental data are available in tabular form in the Supplemental
Material [33] (see Tables S3 and S4 for protons and helium,
respectively). To extract a smooth and continuous behavior of
ε over the entire measured energy range, a fitted interpolation
of the obtained values for each metal is obtained using the
Ziegler-Biersack (ZB) parametrization [60] (blue continuous
line). The averaged precision of the ZB fit to the experimental
data (i.e., the spread of the data around the fitted line) is found
to be within ±1.5%.

The results shown in Fig. 2 are also compared to data from
the literature (black open circles) using the IAEA compila-
tion [22]. For high energies (i.e., E � 800 keV), in general,
very good agreement between our data and the literature is
observed for all the samples, except for only one data set of
protons in Ta [panel (c)] at E � 700, which is found system-
atically low. For Pd (panel b), for instance, our data agree with
recent data [61] at energies � 300 keV (black solid circles).
Towards lower energies—particularly around the maximum ε

region (i.e., the Bragg peak around 100 keV)—our results are
found to be systematically high compared to available data
for Nb by ∼3% [panel (a)], for Ta by ∼12% [panel (c)], and
for Pt by ∼15% [panel (d)], and systematically low for Pd
by ∼12% [panel (b)]. However, in this energy regime and at
lower energies our data and the corresponding ZB fit are in
full agreement with recently published data for Ta [25] [black
solid circles, panel (c)], and for Pt [28,62,63] [black solid
symbols, (d)].

Our results in Fig. 2 are also compared to the latest version
of the SRIM (2013) [29] (black dashed line) and to the version
21.06 of DPASS (2020) [30] (black dot-dashed lines) codes.
SRIM predictions are in good agreement with our data for
all the transition metals only at high energies (E � 1 MeV),
while towards low energies (E < 1 MeV), SRIM reproduces the
literature data trend. As SRIM is a parametrization method of
available experimental data, guided in part by theory (ZB-like
approach for energies below 1 MeV/u and a Bethe-Bloch-like
approach for energies higher than 1 MeV/u) [64], it is evident
that the accuracy of SRIM prediction strongly depends on the
amount and quality of the available experimental data. Devi-
ations of up to ∼12%–15% are found between our data and
SRIM outputs for, e.g., Pd, Ta, and Pt at the Bragg peak. SRIM
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FIG. 2. Experimental stopping cross section data for Nb (a), Pd (b), Ta (c), and Pt (d) as a function of the equivalent proton energy deduced
from relative backscattering measurements carried out in four different laboratories: JKU, Linz (blue solid left and right triangles); USP, Sao
Paulo (blue solid diamonds); and UU, Uppsala (blue stars at Implanter and blue solid squares at Tandem). Black open and solid symbols are
published values from the literature [22]. Outputs from SRIM (2013) and DPASS (2020) are shown for comparison (black dashed and dot-dashed
lines, respectively). Blue continuous line represents the ZB fit using our data sets (see text for details).

has the advantage, on the other hand, to be self-refined in time
by being fed with more (accurate) experimental data. DPASS

results are in good agreement with our data (and with the
literature) for high energies (E � 1000 keV) for all transition
metals, whereas around the maximum stopping, DPASS results
in lower ε values compared to any experimental data for Nb,
Ta, and Pt (up to ∼12%–22%), and higher for Pd (∼20%).

In Fig. 3, the stopping cross sections of Nb, Pd, Ta, and Pt
for helium ions are presented as a function of energy, respec-
tively, in panels (a–d). Again, excellent agreement between
data sets obtained in different setups (blue filled symbols) is
observed. The final averaged accuracy of the data for helium
is found to be ≈3% (see Sec. 5 in [47] for further discussions
on the deduced uncertainties). The ZB fit over the whole
measured energy chain is also shown for comparison in Fig. 3
(blue continuous line, average precision ±1.5%). For Pd and
Ta [panels (b) and (c), respectively], our data agree very well
with literature stopping values around (and above) the Bragg
peak, while a clear disagreement between this work and litera-
ture data is observed at energies �400 keV. For Pt [panel (d)],
our data coincide with published data around and above the

Bragg peak. Towards low energy (i.e., E < 1MeV), our Pt data
agree only with recent (absolute) measurements evaluating the
width of spectra obtained in medium energy ion scattering
[62] [black solid triangles, panel (d)]. Additionally, our ZB
fit for Pt coincides with also recent low-energy stopping data
deduced from the spectrum width in low-energy ion scattering
[28] (black solid circles).

SRIM predictions (black dashed line) for helium stopping
data agree with our data at energies E � 1 MeV for Pd, Ta,
and Pt [panels (b–d), respectively], whereas for Nb, an evident
disagreement is observed (∼10%), mainly due to the lack of
available data—SRIM most likely adopts interpolations using
data from neighboring elements. As the accuracy of SRIM

for Nb stopping data using helium as a projectile is limited,
further comparisons to our data are, hence, meaningless.
Around the Bragg peak (i.e., at energies around 1 MeV), SRIM

agrees to data from this work for Pd (∼2%), and it is slightly
worse for Ta and Pt (∼5%). On the other hand, towards
lower energies (E < 1 MeV) a more prominent disagreement
of SRIM is rather evident for Pd, Pt, and Ta. Predictions by
DPASS (black dot-dashed line) are in accordance with our
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FIG. 3. Experimental stopping cross section of Nb (a), Pd (b), Ta (c), and Pt (d) as a function of the helium energy. Measurements for
helium are carried out in three different laboratories (see respective blue solid symbols). Black open circles are published data from the
literature. Other black solid symbols are more recent data from the literature. SRIM (2013) and DPASS (2020) predictions are shown as dashed
and dot-dashed lines, respectively. Blue continuous lines represent the ZB fit over the entire energy range of the measured data (see text for
details).

experimental data for high energies (E > 1 MeV), whereas
at the Bragg peak they are found to be systematically lower
than our data Fine with us values for Nb, Ta, and Pt (∼9 up
to ∼20%), and systematically higher for Pd (∼10%). Shape
and position of the experimentally observed Bragg peak is
generally better reproduced for helium ions than for protons.

In the following, we discuss observable systematics with
respect to the Bragg peak by comparing the stopping maxi-
mum and the position of several transition metals (this work
and the literature) as a function of the sample atomic num-
ber Z2. Specifically, the ε values at the maximum and the
corresponding energy positions for protons and helium are
compared among elements within the periods 4 (Ti, V, Cr, Ni,
and Cu), 5 (Zr, Nb, Mo, Pd, and Ag), and 6 (Ta, W, Pt, and
Au). For Nb, Pd, Ta, and Pt we used data presented in this
work (i.e., Figs. 2 and 3). For the noble metals (Cu, Ag, and
Au), we adopted experimental data discussed in detail in Sec.
2. For V, we employed data from [47]. For Ti, Cr, and Ni, we
used values (and trends) based on recent experimental works
[65–68] and intercomparisons [69]. Finally, for Zr, Mo, and
W, we relied on the available data in IAEA that, unfortunately
for these elements, are limited and show a significant scatter

of up to 5%–10% around the Bragg peak. To avoid problems
arising from data interpolation, we adopted a similar ZB
fit as previously discussed for elements other than the ones
presented in Figs. 2 and 3. The final averaged precision of the
fit for these other elements (i.e., Ti, V, Cr, Ni, Cu, Zr, Mo, Ag,
W, and Au—not shown) around the Bragg peak was found to
be within ±1%–2%.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the comparison between the
position of the maximum stopping (in keV) of the transitions
metals as a function of Z2 for protons and helium, respectively.
Elements from period 4 are represented by black circles,
period 5 by blue triangles, and period 6 by red diamonds.
Solid symbols are the fitting data using stopping values from
this work and Ref. [47] (for V), whereas open symbols are
the fitting data using literature values (discussed above). To
guide the eye, a linear trend is adjusted among elements within
the same period (solid lines). Regardless the period and the
projectile, we can observe a linear increase of the maximum
stopping position with increasing Z2 [panels (a,b) for protons
and helium, respectively). In panels (c,d), we depict the max-
imum value of ε,εmax, for protons and helium, respectively, as
a function of Z2 [same symbols as for panels (a,b)]. Note that
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FIG. 4. Panels (a,b) show the maximum stopping position (in keV) as a function of Z2 for 14 elements from three different periods, for
protons and helium, respectively. Panels (c,d) depict the corresponding maximum stopping cross section values as a function of Z2, for protons
and helium, respectively. Period 4: Ti, V, Cr, Ni, and Cu (black circles); period 5: Zr, Nb, Mo, Pd, and Ag (blue triangles); and, finally, period
6: Ta, W, Pt, and Au (red diamonds). The solid lines are linear fits to the data.

larger error bars are attributed to some chemical elements in
the literature as discussed above (i.e., Zr, Mo, and W). Similar
as for the determined energy of the stopping maximum [panels
(a,b)], in this limited range of Z2 a linear trend (weighted by
the uncertainties) is observed also for εmax, as a function of Z2,
for both protons and helium. However, while the magnitude of
εmax decreases throughout periods 4 and 5, a different trend
is found in period 6: for protons [panel (c)] the maximum
stopping is almost constant, whereas for helium the magnitude
slightly increases with increasing atomic number [panel (d)].

Attempts were made to correlate such a Z2 dependence,
the so-called Z2 oscillations, at even higher proton energies
(18.5 MeV) with physical properties such as, e.g., density
and conductivity—but without success; the electronic band
structure was thus left as the most likely cause [70]. The
difference of the magnitudes of εmax observed in this work
between elements from periods 4–6 can indeed be associated
with their different band structures. Periods 4 and 5 feature
transition metals with partially and fully occupied d states
in the valence band, whereas elements from period 6 feature
additionally fully occupied 4 f shell electrons at energies
below the conduction band. For Gd the valence band is
partially filled with f electrons, and for protons εmax was
found surprisingly high, (εmax ≈ 48 × 10−15 eV cm2/atoms)
[25], i.e., even higher than for proton stopping in period 6
(εmax ≈ 38 × 10−15 eV cm2/atoms) investigated in this work.
Obviously, the f electrons contribute considerably to elec-
tronic stopping of protons up to the Bragg maximum not only
in rare-earth metals [25], but also in transition metals in period

6. The subtly different Z2 dependence of εmax in elements
in period 6 for protons and helium [compare red lines in
Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)] may be related to effects beyond excitation
of target electrons by a point charge, such as charge-exchange
effects in a more complex projectile like He.

In Fig. 5 we compare the experimentally deduced stopping
cross section with three different theoretical approaches, for
200-keV protons [panel (a)] and for 1000-keV helium [panel
(b)]. In the first approach, stopping power calculations by
Kaneko [31,71] (black dashed line) rely on Lindhard’s theory
of stopping power for charged particles in a free-electron
gas [72]. In a different approach, the DPASS program (red
dot-dashed line) provides stopping power based on binary
theory [73], as an extension of Bohr’s classical approach [74],
but with improved modeling (see [75] and references therein).
Finally, predictions from the CASP code [32] are also shown
(blue continuous line), consisting of stopping powers deduced
according to the unitary convolution approximation (UCA)
[76] for energies in the Bethe regime and to the transport
cross section (TCS) approach [77] for ion velocities in the
FEG regime. The energies 200 and 1000 keV were chosen
for protons and helium, respectively, since there Kaneko’s
results are available [31], and they are sufficiently close to the
energies of the stopping maximum.

As one can see in Fig. 5, at these energies, all three theo-
retical models agree mutually within ±10%–15% on average
up to Z2 � 50 for protons and Z2 � 30 for helium and show
similar trends in their Z2 dependence. At higher Z2, values, an
accentuated discrepancy is observed between CASP and DPASS
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FIG. 5. Experimental (solid symbols from this work and from
Refs. [25,47] and open ones from the literature) and theoretical (solid
lines) stopping cross section ε as a function of the target atomic
number Z2 for 200-keV protons (a) and for 1000-keV helium (b).
Experimental data represent transition metals from period 4 (Ti, V,
Cr, Ni, and Cu—black circles), 5 (Zr, Nb, Mo, Pd, and Ag—blue
triangles) and 6 (Ta, W, Pt, and Au—red diamonds). Theories are
Kaneko’s formalism, CASP, and DPASS (see text for details).

(Kaneko’s formalism ends at Z2 = 54 and 50 for protons and
helium, respectively). When compared to experimental data
(black circles for period 4, blue triangles for period 5, and red
diamonds for period 6), all the theoretical approaches yield a
better agreement of experimental data from periods 4 and 5,
particularly for protons—e.g., Kaneko’s approach reproduces
with good accuracy both ε and Z2 oscillations for elements
from period 4. For elements from period 6, there is an evident
discrepancy between CASP and DPASS: Although both show
Z2 oscillations, CASP yields generally a higher stopping cross
section, which in turn, on average better reproduces the ex-
perimental data. For comparison, the stopping cross section
of Gd for 200-keV protons from [25] has also been included
in panel (a) (green solid square) evidencing that only CASP is
compatible to reproduce its stopping power reasonably well.
For CASP calculations, we activate expert options to compute
the stopping contribution from the target inner shells (via
UCA) and contributions from the valence electrons (via TCS),
as well as projectile excitation (e loss). As a result, CASP

reproduces experimental data for chemical elements from the
sixth period more satisfactorily than DPASS, at least for these
energies and in particular for helium projectiles. Note that, in
this context, DPASS also requires input in the form of empirical
data (e.g., mean excitation energy I and shell binding energies
U).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental electronic stopping cross sections of dif-
ferent transition metals (Nb, Pd, Ta, and Pt) have been
deduced from relative backscattering measurements for a
wide energy range of protons (≈50−5000 keV) and helium

(≈80−10 000 keV). The measurements were carried out using
different setups, geometries, and energy range from four
different laboratories: Linz, Austria; Sao Paulo, Brazil; and
Uppsala, Sweden. The stopping data are obtained with an
average uncertainty of ≈3% for protons and helium, in the
whole energy interval. Agreement between the different data
sets is excellent, showing consistency of both experimental
and evaluation approaches. As the present methodology relies
on ratios of spectrum heights obtained using bulk samples,
it leads to a better control over sample purity, thus over-
coming several potential problems such as, e.g., surface and
bulk contaminations that affect the accuracy of the evaluated
stopping power data. In the entire energy interval of interest,
a Ziegler-Biersack type function is fitted to the experimental
data to extract a smooth and continuous stopping power curve
for both projectiles, within final averaged precision better than
2%.

Our experimental results (available also in tabular form
in the Supplemental Material [33]—Tables S3 for protons
and S4 for helium) cover a wide energy range including
the maximum stopping region (i.e., the Bragg peak), and
represent considerable improvement in availability of accurate
stopping data for transition metals. For example, our data
represent a data set of helium stopping in Nb. Our data are
compared with available literature data, with semiempirical
predictions from SRIM (2013) and with theoretical calculation
from DPASS (2020), with the results being different from the
literature and SRIM by up to ∼5%–10% for protons and up to
∼15% for helium, as well as from DPASS of up to ∼20% for
protons and helium.

We also presented an experimental study about systematics
of the stopping power maximum, i.e., its maximum value
εmax and its energy position, as a function of target atomic
number Z2 for 14 different transition metals from three distinct
periods. We demonstrate that there is a common trend for
the energy maximum position of εmax, which—in the narrow
range of Z2 investigated—increases linearly with increasing
Z2 among elements in the same period regardless of the
projectile. By comparing the maximum stopping value, on
the other hand, a similar trend is only verified for periods
3 and 4, with decreasing εmax values with increasing Z2,
for protons and helium. For period 6, however, the stopping
maximum as a function of Z2 is almost constant for protons
and increases slightly for helium with increasing Z2. This
behavior is attributed to the fully occupied 4 f shells of the
transition metals from period 6, which contribute to electronic
stopping and cause the different properties of the Bragg peaks
in period 6 transition metals compared to periods 4 and 5. This
evidence is also observed when these elements are compared
against full theoretical models, in which the CASP code (with
transport cross section approach for the FEG regime) was
demonstrated to be the closest theoretical approach to predict
our results for both protons and helium around the Bragg peak
regime.
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